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them in a crisis which at first looked hardly different from a
San Francisco earthquake or Mississippi River flood. "The
sense of voluntary organization and community service in
the American people has not vanished . * . has been strong
enough to cope with the problem for the past year/* Hoover
told the press in October, 1930, upon appointing an Emer-
gency Committee for Employment headed by an ex-police
commissioner of New York, Colonel Arthur Woods. Indeed,
donations to community chests for charitable purposes had
been rising since 1925, reaching a peak in the autumn of
1931 and the spring of 1932; in the following year, whether
from exhaustion of funds or the fact that public agencies had
entered the field in strength, they dropped to a low un-
matched since 1924,
Hoover believed that the obligation for relief and reem-
ployment began with the individual. Failing there, the effort
might then call upon private organizations like the Red
Cross, thence turn to municipal and state governments and,
finally, as a last resort to the federal government—whose
succor, in this ultimate extremity, should take the form of
loans rather than gifts. Slowly and reluctantly Hoover was
driven back trench after trench in what he conceived to be
his defense of the public treasury.
Though citizens* committees did sporadic good work in
1930-1931, in the larger view it fell short of the need. The
Woods Committee failed to create enough new jobs to build
even a footbridge across the growing chasm of unemploy-
ment, and in August, 1931, Hoover supplanted it with the
Organization on Unemployment Relief, headed by the indus-
trialist Walter S. Gifford and later by Wilson's secretary of
war, Newton D. Baker* The purpose of this committee—in
itself an admission of the deepening gravity of the situation
—was to coordinate the activities of local organizations,
while ^exhorting each community and state to care for its
own. "Spread the Work'* was its slogan for industry.
In January, 1932, the American Legion opened a drive to

